
You all have heard the song, ‘He Has the Whole World in His Hands’...Well, I want all My children 
to know that it is more than just the Earth or other worlds in the Universe.  Your Infi nite Creator 
truly holds the whole Omniverse within Cradling, Loving, Glorifi ed, Holy Presence Energy.  All 
children from Angelic, to spirit and souls are Beloved more than is imaginable by all of Creation. 
People may say, “I know this is true, I can feel the Love of Creator move through my body, mind 
and soul.”  It is true My children, The Holy Presence of Creator can be felt in different ways. 

Some of you hearing or reading My Words now, may remember and recall a time when you 
‘knew’ Creator was with you in a moment of doubt, sadness, feeling rejected, lost or hurt by 
others.  Do you recall how you felt love and renewed and how the pain or problem seemed to 
fade and new hope fi lled your heart and soul?  With hope renewed, peace comes to a soul.  This 
My beautiful children, is what Creator wants you to focus on and remember and ask the Creator’s
Holy Presence, Love and Healing Peace to surround you daily.  We know that springtime around 
the Earth (and also on other planets throughout the Omniverse) brings renewal and joy to all of 
My children through the ‘Conscious Life Energy’ fl ow of Healing action sent forth by Creator. It is 
always happening, because Creator loves all of the children throughout Creation, never ceasing 
to Bless them with Loving Holy Presence and  Living Light. 

Creator Is the Only Architect of All That Is, All That Was and All That Will Be, within All dimensions 
and dense realities throughout the Omniverse, and in All Ways throughout ‘Time’, as souls 
understand it on All planes, frequencies and dimensions.  For Creator and where you All come 
from on the High Frequencies of Light, Sound, Form and Holy Substance...there is NO Time as 
your physical bodies experience it on planets.  On the fi ner frequencies, ‘Time’ is an inner 
knowing fl owing in all ‘Children’ (Angelic and Souls), and is felt and understood through the 
Holy Presence and Mind of Creator.  

Remember, where your thoughts focus, will bring towards you or guide and direct you to your heart, 
mind and soul’s inner desires, whether loving or negative. Many of you know these benevolent or negative
actions as ‘good or bad karma’. Your auric fi eld is broadcasting constantly, and like a magnet will attract 
to you what you ‘dwell’ on.  This is also known as the law of ‘cause and effect’ on all dimensions.
Your mind is Powerful, My children, and you all have ‘free will’ from Creator to imagine and form with 
your hands and minds on ALL dimensions.  My message here is to control your minds and ‘think’ good 
loving thoughts as much as possible. Praise your loving Infi nite Creator, give thanks in your heart, mind 
and soul daily. Be not selfi sh in your mind with the ‘ego’ wanting and needing, wishing to hurt, confuse 
or trick other souls.  Remember, your beloved Creator Knows your thoughts, Hears all of your prayers, 
groaning, joy and remorse. Be kind and generous in your thoughts, imaginings and prayers. Send 
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praise to Creator when you ask for something you need in your life’s journey. Ask and 
know Creator loves you unceasingly and We will Never Forsake you.  The child/soul that asks with 
confidence and inner understanding of the Creator’s Infinite Love of It’s Creation, KNOWS they will be 
answered when the ‘time is right’ to receive what they asked for. Creator knows your heart and the 
deep truth of how you feel.

My love for you and all life in the Omniverse (even the chair you sit on) and all nature responds to the 
perpetual harmonic and loving symphony of the Creator’s Voice.  Now, My children, look around you 
with New eyes, listen and Awaken within your soul with New ears listening for Creator’s Sound and 
Voice. See all that surrounds you in beauty, pray and ask in your audible voice to Creator what you see 
in your heart (i.e. peace on earth).  Your heart is a loving and holy space where Creator’s love sparks 
your heart to beat in all realities, whether you have a physical or energy frequency heart on the finest 
dimensions.  Therefore take care of your heart.  Keep it loving, peaceful and filled with compassion for 
people, animals and all life everywhere in Creation.  Cleanse your heart with love and forgive ALL 
people, situations and more that may have brought pain and suffering to your soul and mind.  Come 
to Me in the mindful form you choose to see Me in, and call on Me to cleanse, purify and heal you from 
past hurts, or transgressions you may have caused others, or that others have sent in thought, or have 
done to you.  Many people are manipulated by negative ‘astral beings’ (including ETs), even ‘fallen 
angels’ and souls who fell from the Grace they enjoyed on the higher planes where they lived in the 
Creator’s Holy Presence of Love and Light. 

Truly I say to you, all listening or reading My Words, your Infinite Creator loves all children everywhere 
in the Omniverse.  You are so loved, cherished and beautiful in the Eyes of Creator, that if you saw your-
self the way We see you, everyone of you My children would look at each other and exclaim, “We are so 
loved by our Father/Mother Creator!  We all are brothers and sisters and we are loved infinitely! Thank 
you, we love you Creator!” Here is My request to all reading My words or listening now, (because there 
is only now and the moment we share...NOW). Please hear Me.  Start thinking, speaking and moving 
in loving, kindness and compassion in ALL ways.  Speak words of love, life, healing and kindness to all 
people, all animals, all insects, all fish, all birds, all flowers, all trees, grasses, all waters, seas, lakes, 
rivers, ponds, marshes, springs, waterfalls and truly All you see.  All you see has life within all cells of 
all lifeforms and it is LIGHT!  Your physical bodies are light energy on submicroscopic and finer levels 
then you can comprehend, or science even has tools to measure. Give thanks for all food, water and 
nourishment in all forms, because your Creator will give you food and more when you ask. 

Pray and ask for forgiveness from Creator when you have a thought or speak in a hurtful way to 
another person, animal or even the forces of nature.  There is life in nature and the beautiful nature 
beings are more than you understand. They follow the Creator’s Will where they work with nature. 
Trees in the forests, plants and flowers sing praise to Creator in their life flow in their physical forms.  
All of life sings love and praise to Creator. Birds sing, fish sing in their movements and their bubbles 
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they blow out, it is true.  All animals in their way move with Creator in nature. Insects also have their songs.            
Listen for their songs with your New ears.  Try to hear beneath and above what is obvious and look 
with your New eyes and ask Creator to help you ‘see’ clearer, ‘hear’ clearer and ‘speak’ lovingly to all 
children of Creator you meet on your path in life.  Many times people have met an Angel too. Be open 
to Creator’s Presence all around you. 

Pray for the children who do NOT have faith or belief in Creator. When you ask or pray for good or 
light and knowledge to come to others, Creator hears your thoughts, prayers and will bless them.  
Trust Me. I Am the Truth, the Way and the Life. I Am asking all the children who spiritually 
and intuitively hear, or read My Words now to awaken in your minds, hearts and souls 
all I have said.  Pray for ALL your world’s leaders, all people on the Earth, all people in 
space around the Earth, all souls, Angelics in your solar system, all galaxies and all life 
within the Omniverse.

Let Me explain the Law of audible and thought manifestation. When you ask for anything from 
Creator, use a whisper or your normal audible voice. What you speak with your voice into a physical 
plane/reality sends a frequency and a light vibration of sound and ‘thought form’ energy, and is 
recorded and embedded into the ‘Lipika Webs’ (substance and sonic light frequencies). That is 
what I meant when I said on Earth 2022 plus years ago in Matthew 18:18  “Amen I say to you, 
whatsoever you shall bind upon earth, shall be bound also in heaven; and whatsoever you 
shall loose upon earth, shall be loosed also in heaven.” 

All sound and voices of all life is known and the spoken word, whether good or bad, is known 
by Creator.  Our Infinite Radiant Creator is a personal and loving Creator and wants to have a 
‘personal relationship’ with all of It’s Creation. Pray always for souls who do not understand, 
recognize, or believe Creator is real or exists.

Easter celebration is coming soon for children of the Earth. Trust, have faith and know Creator, 
We, I Am with you always. My mission on the Earth has happened in different ways throughout 
the Omniverse on the dense realities similar in the heaviness on physical Earth.  Sometimes 
I also had a similar mission on low Etheric dimensions, almost as dense in energy you are living 
in now.  On the highest planes of consciousness, My True Presence is known and the children 
know Me and Who I Am.  I wish for you all to know the following powerful information. The Infinite 
Creator (YHWH) knows all that is happening on the Earth and in the solar system and beyond. 
Right now on Earth is a big ‘game of DISTRACTION’ authored by the people who ‘believe’ they 
are in control of what goes on around the planet.  Influenced by ‘fallen beings’, the leaders of 
Earth have pushed negative agendas and  false accusations on many people all over the plan-
et. They have tried to send evil controlling music, visuals through all forms of media, computers, 
televisions, movies, games and more.  The dense physical realities on planets in the First Plane/
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level are learning and training realities. Souls come to experience and learn in physical  bodies 
how to work in dense or heavy frequencies.  They also come to learn about the ‘fallen beings’ 
who were cast to lower planes created for them as a ‘time out’, for attempting to ‘over create’ the 
Creator many trillions of Earth time years ago in thought.  My children, the ‘fallen beings’ have 
been in the lower dimensions for a long time as you perceive time. The Universe is infinitely older 
than people on Earth understand.  Some souls come to Earth and other planets to learn how to 
combat lower or ‘fallen beings’ on physical or dense realities.  Many souls choose to take physical 
bodies to be on dense reality planets to bring the Truth and Light of Creator to the ‘fallen angels’ 
and others. To keep the negative beings away from manipulating souls in dense realities, all they 
have to do is call out to Me using My Name (Jesus, Yahoshua, Yeshua or Sananda) and I Will 
come to protect and save the soul. When a soul knows the truth of Who I Am and what many say 
are ‘convicted’ in their heart and soul of My Protection and Love for all  My children, then 
many times miracles occur. The negative and ‘fallen beings’ RUN  at the mention of Creator’s 
Name YAHWEH, the Name That is Above All Names and they flee from My Presence because 
I come in His Name. 

The Glory of Creator (Holy Spirit) can fill a room, center, church, field, tent or anywhere children 
are gathered together in love and praise of Creator. Praising Creator and love sent in song and 
prayers, etc. brings to a soul or many gathered, the loving, blissful joy and healing love of Creator 
in the Action Energy Holy Presence of the Holy Spirit. Praising Creator in the Trinity or Three-Fold 
Presence of Father/Mother Son and Holy Spirit brings focus of Creator to the children calling in 
voice, singing or asking in prayers.  The souls can feel the Holy Presence of Creator enter the 
space.  Holy Presence is felt in many ways by the soul.  Many times an energy of love and a light 
may appear, or misty cloud of tangible substance/manifest and slowly move around a person 
or spread throughout a room or house as a cloud.  People seeing the Holy Presence (Glory 
Cloud) may walk into the Cloud and many times the person will experience a change in energy 
with Love and euphoric bliss from Creator surrounding them, or even miraculous or spontaneous 
healings. All is possible with Creator when a person knows or follows Me, trusts in Me, believes in 
the Creator who sent Me and knows that I Am Alive today as in the past and the beginning of the 
Omniverse.  Creator is the same now, yesterday, today and in the future throughout all Creation 
and dimensions. Creator is All That Is and all children of the Creator are eternal children in and 
within all creation set forth by the Infinite Creator.  All children of Creator are loved everywhere in 
ALL Creation.  

The Earth and the solar system will be going through changes as well as the Sun and other stars. 
Do not be worried for I Am with you. Yes, changes always come to dense physical realities in 
galaxies and planets.  However, do not concern yourselves, My children, for I can guide you and 
protect you and send rescue as well on lower dense realities.  I have many children (Angelics and 
souls) who know Who I Am and will come to help people living on physical planets.  Rescues and 
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protection has happened for many millions of years in your thought, or what are years on planets. 
”How do I get rescued and helped?” you many be wondering. Always pray or ask Creator for 
wisdom and knowledge of the Living Presence of Creator.  If a soul doubts or doesn’t understand 
there is a Creator or believe, than I ask you who do know and believe, to pray for the children 
who doubt, are confused, or do not believe at all.  They all have ‘free will’ true, but I can step in 
to guide, give a word to a person, heal or help them in a vision, so the soul can understand in a 
miracle the Truth.  I can intercede in their life when you pray for them. 

When I came to the Earth and was hung on a Cross, I came willing to help the children on physical 
planets have a way to cast out and away the ‘fallen beings’ and ‘fallen angels’ who try to control, 
possess or manipulate people.  On Earth I Am known as Yahoshua, Yeshua, Jesus Christ and in 
space, I Am known as Sananda (or ‘Son of Love’). On Earth I Am also known as the ‘Son of Man’, 
because I came into a physical body as a man, and so I felt pain and had emotions as all people 
do. When I was whipped, I was in severe pain, I was bleeding and weakened by the loss of 
blood too.  What ‘the fallen’ did not know was that I was cleansing ALL OF THEIR LAWS they 
had created for the innocent children to follow their ways through sacrificing of animals, people, 
innocent children and babies. The false gods the demons created for the children to worship and 
bow to in fear of losing what they understood as their food sources, homes and safety. They then 
gave their first born children or animals to sacrifice to keep living, or to keep granted land that they 
could grow crops on, etc..  The negative beings and ‘fallen angels’ wanted the blood of innocents 
poured out, or people tortured to insult Creator.  The other reason, besides wanting to create their 
own areas AND a universe was to hurt children, since Creator created the Angelics to be helpers 
to the souls as they work, play or experience other dimensions higher than the First Plane dense 
reality you are on now.  

The ‘fallen angels’ wanted Creator to give them the ability to procreate. Angels do NOT procreate 
or have children on ANY dimensions. So, the ‘fallen angels’ chose to hurt, or insult the 
Creator by having the Creator’s own children/souls sacrifice their own children to a false 
god. The blood of innocents called out to Creator for help and justice.  All blood has life energy 
and consciousness of the soul is moving in frequency as well with the blood as it is in the physical 
body. Creator knew the ‘fallen beings’ would try this, and so We planned to send Me as the 
‘sinless’, ‘blemish free’, ‘innocent Lamb’ to be sacrificed for All the children throughout 
time and space, on planet Earth and within etheric dimensions close to the Earth and all 
the galaxies in the Omniverse. (Remember this is how the fallen wanted the people to sacrifice 
their livestock and sadly their children too).  

THE CROSS and THE LAW
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When I died on the cross, My Blood poured out into the ground, which caused the 
‘fallen beings’ CONTRACT THEY CREATED FOR SACRIFICING OF INNOCENTS TO BE BROKEN!!!  
My Blood is Alive and Is In the Earth.  The fallen know it and now the only way they can try to 
manipulate souls is by the soul’s DOUBT, DISBELIEF, or total ATHEISTIC belief that 
there is NO Creator or God.  They believe creation is Darwinism and people being 
advanced animals. That is why the ‘fallen angels’ and negative beings pushed the 
belief “Do what thou wilt.” or “You only live once.”  Thereby they are saying all is fine, 
with hurting, killing of innocents and evil lusts concerning children and babies as well. 

MY BLOOD is like an ATOMIC BOMB to the ‘fallen angels’, negative beings and negative ETs. 
It is LAW and they know it!! They will set a child of Creator free when the person calls to ME 
for help and rescue. Free will is what holds back people from belief, trust, doubt or feeling 
they are not worthy to be helped or saved. I  Am here for all My children, but free will is the gift to 
believe or NOT in Me and Creator who sent Me to the Earth. I was sent to not only fulfill the ancient 
scriptures and prophecy, but to be all of the children’s Savior and Redeemer. I came to set all of 
the children of our Infinite Creator FREE from the manipulating control and distractions set up on 
the Earth by the ‘fallen angels’ and negative beings (ETs etc.).

The RESURRECTION happened and the Holy Shroud of Turin is real, was a table cloth at the 
Last Supper and holds a supernatural image of Me. The image on the Holy Shroud occurred 
on the third day when I came back into My body with full Glorified transformational energy 
and rose from the dead. When I died on the cross, I left My body and stood in front of the 
Cross  facing the people. I placed My feet onto the Earth and with My right foot I gently stomped 
before the Cross where My Blood was on the ground, causing a slight earthquake. 

 I went to all the lower dimensions and even the realms of fear created by the fallen to scare, trap 
and torture souls through their own fears, and what they did to others while they were walking 
the Earth.  I rescued all who called to Me and even those who forgot Me and Angels ministered to 
them.  That is what was meant by My conquering the lower realms or (holding the keys to life and 
death).  Truthfully, I and Creator made those lower areas to cast the fallen ones to as a ‘time out’.  
All they have to do is ask to be forgiven, say they are sorry repent of their words and deeds that 
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THE RESURRECTION and THE LAW

This caused a crack in the Earth that ran from the Cross to the Tabernacle, opening the doors 
and ripping the veil to the ‘Holy of Holies’. This made it LAW (New Covenant) now and always 
that people/souls can come to Creator and I and NO LONGER NEED INTERCESSORS to 
speak to, or for US. 



hurt others.  We love them all and will help them.  However, many ‘ fallen angels’ still hold onto 
their anger, pride, hate of souls and Me.  It is their free will.  And so I ask all children to pray for the 
fallen ones too. When I rose on the third day, ALL DEMONIC CONTRACTS WERE BROKEN and ALL the 
children of Creator were saved forever in MY NAME. That is why the dead are raised in My Name. If 
a person died and had no belief system and a believer called on Me to raise a person up again, 
I can come to a soul and raise them up.  I know their time can be cut short by ‘fallen beings’ who 
try to get souls before they learn about Me. However, if it be Creator’s Will, I send a soul back to 
learn or be more convicted in their faith and belief, who later may also testify as a witness to the 
presence of Creator’s Love and the Power of the Holy Spirit to bring creative action miracles.  The 
fallen ones know I Am Creator and just want to cause more conflict and cause souls to be 
confused, stumble and fall through their manipulations.  Once more, pray children, for all 
souls who were, or are and have been possessed, or manipulated by ‘fallen angels’ 
and demonic beings.  We hear all of your prayers and also ask in My Name, “May it be 
Thy Will Infinite Creator and not mine, and I ask this in Jesus Christ’s Holy Name.  Amen.”  

When you say “In the Name of Yeshua Christ, Jesus Christ or Yahoshua Christ, I Am there when 
you call Me for help.  I Am there and the negative beings confusing you, causing you to have 
doubts, negative thoughts about yourself or others, or trying to get you to steal something, know 
when you call out to Me I Am there and they are gone! Therefore, daily keep your thoughts on 
Me and I will protect you. Do not doubt. Trust in Me always and keep My words in your heart and 
mind and I Am walking with you.  I love you all.  Now you say, “Be gone negative beings, I know 
you are sending me ideas that are not My thoughts or desires. I cast you all away from me, 
my family, my pets and my home in the Holy Name of Jesus Christ.  He shall send you for 
redemption to Creator where you can ask to be forgiven for your evil thoughts and deeds you have 
manipulated others to do. Never come back!  I am a child of Creator and I am saved by the Holy 
Blood of Jesus Christ that covers me and protects me. He is my Savior and Creator.  You have no 
holds on me now and forever. I praise you Creator and I know you love me and have rescued me 
now.”  Of course, you can just call My Name and the beings will leave when I come into the 
room.  Mention the Holy Blood that has been poured out for you and covers you always in 
Jesus Christ’s Holy Name.  Amen.  These are ways you can cast away ‘fallen beings’.  It is 
the only way and it is through My Name and mentioning the Holy Blood and sacrifice.  The 
negative beings cannot stand being reminded by a ‘believer’ who ‘KNOWS’.  Remember 
scriptures and memorize some that speak of My protection. For example, you can speak personally if 
you do not remember the exact chapter or verse numbers like this and say, “It is written, Greater 
is He Who Is in me, than he who is in the world. In Jesus Christ’s Holy Name I cast out 
all demonic and ‘fallen beings’ away from me, my family, pets, house and all that I own 
Now in Jesus’ Name! Amen.”  The atmosphere will clear and all negative beings will flee 
from you, because I Will come to all who call on Me for protection, and to all people that 
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believe in Me.  Also, you can memorize and quote the chapter and verse as follows and say, “It 
is written in First John Chapter 4, Verse 4, You are of God, little children, and have overcome 
‘them’, because He Who is in you is Greater than he who is in the world.”  (1 John 4:4)  
Note: ‘them’ refers to ‘Fallen Angels’, ‘Negative Beings’ and people who follow ‘them’. 

‘Fallen beings’ and angels are always trying to find ways to catch people off guard.  They hope 
people do not know the ‘Truth’ and the story of the ‘shedding of My Blood’ to save and redeem 
souls who were tricked in past time, can be in present and may be tricked in the future.  I Am with 
you always.  Just trust Me, believe in Me and Creator who sent Me, and the Healing Power 
of My Blood.  Always Praise Creator and give thanks throughout the day and ask for protection 
through My Mystical Blood. Visualize crimson Light pouring down upon you turning into blazing 
White Light.  Practice at night and in the morning. With Praise, the Energy and Light of Creator 
stays in your aura and energy field and the negative fallen ones Can See it.  Your Guardian Angels are 
also given more power to send the ‘fallen beings’ away when a soul has no doubt at all that I Am with 
them.  Filling your mind with constant negative news and thoughts...weakens your aura. Therefore, My 
children, guard your thoughts and your words. Again, because of dense physical planes, words 
have power when spoken, decreed or declared out loud in your audible voice. Words have 
Power even more when SHOUTED to cast the fallen ones away from yourself, loved ones, 
pets, home, cars and more.  

I wish for all My children to pray for all people who have committed suicide or have been poisoned 
or murdered who do not know Who I Am.  No one is condemned forever, as people say.  Souls will 
get cleansing for their bad deed when they do not believe in Me or have no belief system. Pray for 
the confused, doubters or unbelievers in Creator to be rescued by Me and Angels.  Ask for their 
forgiveness and pray for them to ask for forgiveness, and to say they are sorry for their actions 
and words too.  Many souls are helped and rescued from their beliefs in ‘hell zones’ or wandering 
the planet on the astral levels close to physical earth planes. People see other souls as ghostly 
projections or lights in hauntings.  Many hauntings are caused by people who did not know of Me 
or believe in Creator, or who could NOT forgive and still hold onto hate, resentment and more 
from their earthly life.  Pray for the discarnate souls who do not see their Angels, because they do 
not believe in them or that they can help them.  Ask Creator to send Me and Archangel Michael to 
guide and protect them also.  Many souls are rescued in that way by believers who trust Creator 
to send help to the confused souls. Always ask Creator in My Name.  John 20:30-31 - 30 Jesus 
performed many other signs in the presence of His disciples, which are not written in this 
book.  31 But these are written so that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of 
God, and that by believing you may have life in His Name.   

Suicides of any age are helped. Some may have to come back by ‘transmigration of soul’ 
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(also known as reincarnation) to the Earth or a similar planet.  This information I Am 
revealing at this time, because the children of Earth are going through many struggles 
and some are caused by evil people controlled by ‘fallen angels’ and beings.  Pray 
for all people, leaders and all countries to find peaceful answers, and solutions to their 
claims or desires.  Call out for My Blood to be poured over all nations, all people on the planet Earth, 
inside and on the surface, all people in space around the Earth, in space stations, in starships 
near Earth and in the solar system on all dimensions.  It is only through Me and My Name that the 
negative and fallen ones are cast out and away. Believe and do not doubt.  

The Earth is also calling out for help My children, and the Earth has a Planetary Angel (Alishialah) 
who loves and gives to all life on her.  She calls to Me too, and I Will save her.  Ask Creator to 
forgive all people in My Name now, today, yesterday and for the future.  

We know your hearts and We Love you all unceasingly for ALL eternity.

Sananda


